THE LAST TEAR BOLERO

Composer: MARY NORRIS  
Record: COLLECTABLES 3833-A ‘BEFORE THE LAST TEARDROP FALLS’ BY FREDDY FENDER  
Rating: BOLERO PHASE III + 2 (CROSS BODY, TRNG BASIC)  
Sequence: INTRO, A, A, B, END

Intro: CP WALL WAIT ;; SWAY L ; SWAY R ;

Part A: BASIC ;; UNDERARM TRN [BFLY] ; HAND TO HAND OP LOD ; BOLERO WALKS CP WALL ;; NEW YORKER, TWICE [CP WALL] ;; HALF BASIC ; FENCE LINE TO A SPOT TRN, BFLY ;; SHOULDER TO SHOULDER CP WALL ; CROSS BODY [COH] ; HALF BASIC [FWD] ; NEW YORKER ; SPOT TRN CP COH ;

Part A: BASIC ;; UNDERARM TRN [BFLY] ; HAND TO HAND OP RLOD ; BOLERO WALKS CP COH ;; NEW YORKER, TWICE [CP COH] ;; HALF BASIC ; FENCE LINE, TO A SPOT TRN BFLY ;; SHOULDER TO SHOULDER, CP COH ; CROSS BODY [WALL] ; HALF BASIC [FWD] ; NEW YORKER ; SPOT TRN CP WALL ;

Part B: HAND TO HAND, TWICE ;; NEW YORKER ; SHOULDER TO SHOULDER, CP WALL ; CROSS BODY [COH] ; HALF BASIC [FWD] ; FENCE LINE TO A SPOT TRN CP WALL ;; HALF BASIC ; HIP LIFT ; TRNG BASIC [WALL] ;; NEW YORKER , TWICE BFLY ;; FENCE LINE TO A SPOT TURN BFLY ;; HAND TO HAND, TWICE CP WALL ;

End: SWAY L ; SWAY R ; STEP APT ;